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Abstract 

In a previous paper, we defined schematic algebras as algebras having “enough” Ore-sets and 
developed a noncommutative scheme theory for them. The present paper is a sequel in which 
we prove a lifting properety for Ore-sets. This allows us to exhibit many examples of schematic 
algebras like homogenizations of almost commutative algebras. We use various techniques to 
show that other algebras like the three-dimensional Sklyanin algebras are schematic. We also 
calculate explicitly the quantum-sections of enveloping algebras and use local information (their 
one-dimensional representations) to determine the point modules. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 14A22, 16S80, 16U20, 16W60 

1. Introduction 

Many of the “quantised-algebras” studied nowadays are viewed as rings of functions 

of a so-called quantum-space that represents a kind of noncommutative geometry but 

without really introducing a geometric point set or an underlying topology. In a remark 

in his book [ 131, Manin announces the failure of attempts to obtain a noncommuta- 

tive scheme theory h la Grothendieck for the quantised case. However, for a certain 

class of graded algebras called schematic algebras, we introduced in our paper [ 181 a 

generalised Grothendieck topology. At the basis of these ideas was the definition of a 

noncommutative Proj in category theoretical terms as in [2]. We defined a noncom- 

mutative site and a quantum-site by means of words in Ore-sets and we proved that 

the main properties of the commutative theory are still valid. Moreover, we defined 

coherent sheaves and proved that they give another way to describe Proj, i.e. Serre’s 
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theorem still holds and Proj may indeed be viewed as a noncommutative scheme. To 

support the idea that this noncommutative scheme theory provides a quantum-space, we 

have to show that the class of schematic algebras contains the interesting algebras of 

quantised type. This is the aim of the present paper which is therefore complementary 

to [ 181. We show that the geometric approach developed in [ 181 applies to: quantum 

Weyl algebras, enveloping algebras of colour Lie super algebras, Sklyanin algebras of 

dimension three, quantised matrix rings, gauge algebras as in [lo], etc. We pay some 

attention to the calculation of the section-algebras and the relations (in terms of algebra 

generators) defining them. We apply these ideas to the determination of the so-called 

point varieties studied a.o. in [8, 91, and others. 

We assume the reader is acquainted with the theory in [ 181 and refer him to lot. 

cit. for unexplained notations. 

Finally, we would like to thank M. Van den Bergh and L. Le Bruyn for many 

stimulating discussions about schematic algebras. 

2. Constructions of schematic algebras 

Before turning to examples, we briefly recall the definition of schematic algebras. 

Let R be a connected k-algebra, i.e. R is positively graded and its part of degree 

zero is isomorphic to the base field k. Moreover, we suppose that R is Noetherian and 

generated by a finite number of degree 1 elements. Then R is said to be (left) schematic 

if there exists a finite number of two-sided Ore-sets Si in R with the following property: 

given a graded left ideal I which has a non-trivial intersection with each Ore-set Si, 

then I contains a power of R+ = en>, R,. 

The aim of this paper is to show that the class of schematic algebras is sufficiently 

large. First we introduce some general results that allow us to generate classes of 

interesting examples of schematic algebras. The following “lifting property” turns out 

to be quite useful in that respect. Let R be a positively graded k-algebra where k is a 

field. 

Proposition 1. Assume that R has a central regular homogeneous element X of de- 

gree d. Denote the canonical epimorphism R + RjXR by 71 and suppose there exist 

homogeneous elements tj E R (j in some index set J) and a natural number n such 

that 

Then, for all m E N, there exists a natural number k such that 

Proof. Put k = n + md and consider a homogeneous element p of degree 1 > k 

in R. The claim is trivial when m = 0. If m 2 1 then 1 > n, thus by hypothesis 
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3(uj)iG~ E h(R) (almost all zero), 3si E RI-d such that ~1 = cjEJ Ujtj+SiX. If m = 1, 

then the proof is finished yet. Otherwise 1 - d 2 n, so we may apply the foregoing 

argument to si and we obtain that si can be written as cjE J bjtj + s2X for some 

b/- E h(R),~2 E Rt_zd (almost all bj zero). Thus p = CjtJ(aj + bjX)tj + s2X2. After 

at most m steps, we find that p is in RX” + cjEJ Rtj. 0 

We make the following convention for the rest of this paper: a multiplicatively closed 

set is supposed to contain 1 and is not allowed to contain 0. 

Lemma 1. Let R be as above and suppose that S is a multiplicatively closed set in R 

such that z(S) is a left Ore-set in R/(X). If 71, : R + R/(X”) denotes the canonical 

epimorphism then for every n E FU, x,(S) is an Ore-set (consisting of homogeneous 

elements) of R/(X”). 

Proof. We proceed by induction on n, the case n = 1 being given. Suppose by in- 

duction that q_,(S) is left Ore in R/(X”-‘). To prove the first Ore-condition, let 

qJr)z,(s) = 0 for some s E S. Then also xn_l(r)nn_l(s) = 0. Thus 3s’ E S 

such that rcn_i(s’)rt,_i (r) = 0, say s’r = uX”- ‘. Now certainly n,(s’rs) = 0, which 

means that usX”-’ = ax” for some a E R or rc(u)x(s) = 0. By assumption, 3 E 

S such that x(t)n(u) = 0 i.e. tu = bX for some b E R. Now x,(ts’) E E,(S) and 

xn(ts’)zn(r) = xn,(tuX”-‘) = n,(bX”) = 0. To prove the second Ore-condition, given 

r E R and s E S then by induction 3 E S, u E R such that tr - us E Xn- ’ R, say tr - us = 

ax”-‘. Since n(S) is Ore in R/(X), 3s’ E S, b E R such that z(s’)z(u) = n(b)n(s), 

say s’a - bs = cX. Then s’tr - s’us = s’uX”-’ = bsX”-’ + cX”, i.e. z,,(s’t&(r) = 

x,(s’u + bX”-‘)x,(s). 0 

Proposition 2. With assumptions as before, tf R is Noetherian and S is saturated, 

meaning that ~‘(rt(S)) = S, then S is a left Ore-set in R. 

Proof. Suppose rs = 0 for some r E h(R), s E S. Since X is a central regular element, 

we may suppose that rc(r) # 0. By the lemma, Qn E IV, 3a, E R, 3, E S such that 

s,r = a,X”. Here we may take the a, to be homogeneous. Consider the ascending 

chain Ra, CRal +Razs..., then we conclude (using the Noetherian hypothesis) that 

3n E PV such that Ral +...+Ra, = Ral f... + Ra,+l. In particular, 3bi E h(R) 

with a,+) = C:=, biat. NOW c = sn+l - Cy=, bis,Xnf’-i E S and cr = 0, SO the 

first Ore-condition is lifted. Since X is regular in the Noetherian ring R, the two-sided 

ideal (X) generated by X is an Artin-Rees ideal. Thus given r E h(R), s E S, taking 

L = Rr + Rs, 3 n E N with L n Mn CLX. Applying the lemma for this n yields 

3 a E h(R), t E S such that nn(t)7tn(r) = xn(a)xn(s), hence tr - as E RX” f’ L C_ LX, 

thus 3b,c E h(R) with tr - as = X(br + cs). Finally, (t - bX)r = (a + cX)s where 

t+bXES. 0 

The above situation arises naturally in the theory of filtered rings. Let A be a 

positively filtered k-algebra (i.e. FOR = k), o : A + G(A) the principal symbol map 
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and A” its Rees-ring. Both G(A) and 2 are positively graded and there is a canonical 

central element X in d of degree 1 such that d/(X) 2 G(A). Suppose also that d 

is Noetherian. This is equivalent to G(A) being Noetherian or the filtration FA being 

Zariskian. (For a survey of the theory of Zariskian filtrations we refer to [12].) If S 

is a multiplicative set in A such that o(S) is a multiplicative set in G(A), then s = 
{,Xdes 4j) (s E S} is a multiplicative set (consisting of homogeneous elements) in A”. 

Theorem 1. Let A be positively filtered by FA such that FoA = k is a field. rf G(A) 

is schematic, then A” is schematic. 

Proof. Let (Si)i=i,...,n be a finite number of Ore-sets in G(A) defining the schematic 

structure. If rc : A” + G(A) is the canonical map, then each Ti d&f K’($) is a saturated 

multiplicatively closed set, thus Ore by Proposition 2. Select xi E Ti for every i E I. 
Since G(A) is schematic we have that, for some n E N : G(A)zn c xi,, G(A)7t(xi). 
Since X is a central regular element in A”,, we may apply Proposition 1 to A” and so for 

a chosen power Xm there exists a k E N such that A”zk Cam + xiEr&. It follows 

that the c together with {X’;n E N} establish a schematic structure on A”. q 

Example 1. The Rees-ring of an almost commutative ring is schematic. (A ring R is 

called almost commutative if there exists a filtration on R such that the associated 

graded ring is commutative.) 

For instance, the algebra A generated by three elements X, Y and Z of degree 1 with 

relations: 

XY - YX = 22, xz-zx=o, YZ - ZY = 0, 

is schematic because it is the Rees-ring of the first Weyl-algebra with respect to the 

Bernstein-filtration. This algebra is sometimes called the homogenised Weyl-algebra. It 

illustrates the main disadvantage of the previous theorem: the Ore-set {X” ) n E IV} in 

C[X, Y] is lifted to {X” + Za 1 a E A,_ 1, n E IV} while it is obvious that {X” ( n E N} 
is already an Ore-set in A. Thus the obtained Ore-sets are in some sense not the best 

possible. This is only relevant when we want to calculate the section-algebras explicitly, 

as in Section 3. 

Theorem 2. Let A be as in the previous theorem. Zf G(A) is a schematic domain and 
a maximal order, then there exist Ore-sets Si such that 

A = nAs, 

Proof. Set R=2. The Ore-sets 6 that make G(A) schematic may be lifted to Ore-sets 

$ that make R schematic, thus &+(R) = n Rg . We claim that f&+(R) = R, i.e. that 

R is T(lc+)-closed. So we have to prove that VZ E 9(rc+): 

R - HomR(Z,R), x H (r++rx) 
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is an isomorphism. The map is injective since R is a domain. Since R is a maximal order 

in its quotientring Q (see [ 17]), we may identify HomR(Z, R) with B = {q E Q 1 Zq & R}, 

so R C B 2 Q. If we choose a non-zero element a of i, then aB C: R. Thus R and B are 

equivalent orders and R = B follows. We now have obtained that d = l-J&, . The sets 

Si = {s E A 1 CT(S) E s;.} are Ore and it is now easy to see that A = n As,. Cl 

Remark 1. The theorem holds already if G(A) is Ic+-closed, i.e. QK+(G(A)) g G(A), 

where K+ is now the radical associated to the positive part of G(A). 

It is probably not true that the class of schematic algebras is closed under iterated 

Ore-extensions since Ore-sets in a ring R need not be Ore in an Ore-extension R[x, CT, S]. 

However, if a graded ring R of the type we consider is schematic by means of Ore-sets 

(Si); which are still Ore in a certain extension R[x, a, 61 and x generates an Ore-set in 

R[x,a,6], then the following theorem proves that this extension is also schematic. 

Theorem 3. Given a positively graded ring R which is generated by RI and which is 

schematic by means of Ore-sets Si, given cs a graded automorphism of R and 6 a 

o-derivation of degree 1, then V(si) E nSi,tlrn E N,3p E N such that 

(R[x, a, 6]+ )p 2 M ‘Af C R[x, a, 61s; + R[x, CT, 61x m 

where R[x, 0,6] denotes the Ore-extension considered with gradation (R[x, CT, S]), = 

@;=, RLX~-~. 

Proof. Because R is schematic, we know there is an n E N such that (R,)” C c Rsi. 

Put p = n + m and choose 1 1 p. We proceed by induction on t, the number of x 

occurring in a monomial of R[x,a, 61 of length 1. The case t = 0 follows from 1 > m. 

Suppose all monomials of length I with occurrences of x smaller than t belong to M. 

If t > m, then, modulo elements of M, we may permute all x to the last place and we 

end with a term in R[x,a,6]x”. If t < m, then again modulo M we may rewrite the 

monomial in the form xta with a E RI-, and this one is in A4 because 1 - t > n. 0 

Using this theorem, we can provide new examples of schematic algebras. 

Example 2. The coordinate ring of quantum 2 x 2-matrices C&(Mz(@)) (q E C, see 

[7]) is schematic. This algebra is by definition generated by elements a, 6, c, d subject 

to the relations: 

ba = qP2ab, ca = q-‘ac, bc = cb, 

db = q-2bd, dc = q-‘cd, ad - da = (q2 - q-=)bc. 

Using the Diamond lemma (cf. [5]) and Proposition 2, or checking repeatedly the 

conditions on an Ore-extension of a schematic algebra in order to be schematic (see 

the comments before Lemma l), one proves that O,(Mz(C)) is schematic by means 

of the Ore-sets formed by the powers of the generators a, b, c and d. 
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Example 3. Quantum Weyl algebras as defined by J. Alev and F. Dumas in [l] are 

schematic. We briefly recall the definition. Given an II x n matrix /i = (2,) (n 2 2) 

with 1, E k* and a row vector 4 = (41 , . . . ,qn), all qi # 0, one defines the Quantum 

Weyl algebra A, = A’” as the algebra generated by xi,. . .,x,, yi,. . . , yn and subjected 

to relations (i < j): 

XiXj = /LijXjXi, Xiyj = AjiYjXi, YjYi = AjiYiYj, XjYi = hjYiXj> 

XjYj = l + 4jYjXj + C (qi - l)Yixi, 
icj 

where /LU = lijqi. 

Proof. We may view A, as an iterated Ore-extension where the variables are added in 

the order xi, yi ,x2, ~2,. . . . With respect to the standard filtration, the successive associ- 

ated graded rings have one of the following forms: G(&_I)[x~, c] or G(Ak_i)[xk, c] 

[yk,r,S] = G(&). It is easy to see that {xi 1 n E N} is an Ore-set in G(&_I)[x~,~] 

so the previous theorem entails that G(A _ )[ k 1 xk,o] is schematic. This implies that 

G(Ak_1 )[Xk, a] satisfies the conditions of the previous theorem. So we are left to prove 

that {y; 1 II E N} is an Ore-set in G(&__I)[x~, c][yk,r, 61. Since this is a commut- 

ing set, it suffices to establish the exchange condition for all pairs (Xi,yk), (yi,yk) 

(1 < i < k - 1) and for (xk, yk). This follows immediately from the relations, except 

for the last one, so let us consider that one explicitly. In G(Ak), we have 

xkyk = qkykxk + c (qi - 1 )Yixi 
ick 

or 

Ykxk = qk’xkyk - qk’ c (qi - 1 )YiXi. 
i<k 

Multiplying On the left by yk and USing the relation ykyixi = A&yiykxi = yixiyk, We 

find 

Y,$k = q; ’ 
( 

ykxk - c (Si - 1 )YiXi Yk. 
i-ck > 

It follows from the foregoing theorem that G(Ak) is schematic, thus Ak is schematic. 0 

Example 4 (Sklyanin-algebras). Consider a three-dimensional Sklyanin-algebra over 

a field K. According to [4], this is a graded K-algebra AK generated by three homo- 

geneous elements X, Y and Z of degree 1 with relations of the following form: 

aXY + bYX + cZ2 = 0, 

aYZ+bZY+cX*=O, 

uZX+bXZ+cY2=0, 

where a, b, c are in K. 
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We need some easy lemmas: 

Lemma 2. If R is a graded k-algebra such that its center Z(R) is Noetherian and 

such that R is a jinitely generated Z(R)-module, then R is schematic. 

Lemma 3. rf‘K C L is a field extension, A is a schematic K-algebra and if B = A 3~ L 

is a domain, then B is a schemutic L-algebra. 

Theorem 4. Three-dimensional Sklyanin-algebras over @ are schematic. 

Proof. Let S denote the subring of C generated by a, b and c. If we choose m a maxi- 

mal ideal of S, then S,,, is a local ring of K, the quotient field of S, with finite residue 

field. Consequently, there exists a discrete valuation ring R of K which dominates S,,, 

and whose residue field F is finite. It follows from [4] that A,v satifies the condi- 

tions of the first lemma, yielding that A ,G is schematic. If h is a uniformiser of R, 

then 

AR/(h) g AR @RF g AF 

Since h is a central element of degree 0 in AR, we are able to lift the Ore-sets of AF 

to homogeneous Ore-sets Si in AR by Proposition 2. 

Moreover, given si E Si, then there exists a natural number n such that Vx E 

(AR)>~, 3r#o E R such that rx E CiA~xi: we know there is an n E N such that 

V’m > n,Vx E (AR),,3y E (AR), with x - hy E I = ziARXi. Fix an element x in AR 

of degree bigger then n, then iterating this process yields elements xi = x,x2,. . . , all of 

which have the same degree and which satisfy xi - hxj+l E I. Since AR is Noetherian 

(cf. [4, Lemma 8.91) and h is a central element, we have that (h) is an Artin-Rees 

ideal of AR. Applied to the left ideal L = I + ARX, this gives a j E N such that 

L n (hi) C hL. Now x - hjxj+l is in I and this implies that hjxi+l E L n (hi) C: hL. 

Thus we may write h’xj+t in the form h(a+dx) where a is in I and d is in (AR)o = R. 

Consequently, (hd + 1)x E I and it is trivial that r = hd + 1 is non-zero. 

If we put AK equal to AR @JR K, then it is easy to see that the Ore-sets Si remain 

Ore in AK by means of which AK is schematic. Thus Ax is also schematic because 

Ax ” AK @K C. 0 

Remark 2. This method might be useful for showing that other nice algebras given 

by generators and relations are schematic. 

The next examples of schematic algebras are not necessarily domains. 

Example 5 (Color Lie Super Algebras). It follows from Example 1 that the Rees-ring 

of an enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional Lie algebra is schematic, but this is 

even true for color Lie super algebras: let L be a finite dimensional r-graded s-Lie 

algebra where r denotes a finite abelian group and where E is a mapping from r x r 
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to @* satisfying the following relations: 

44 B)s(P, a) = 1, &(a, P + Y) = a(4 B)s(a, Y), s(u + P, Y) = 44 YM Y), 

for all CI,/$ y E r. Thus, L is a r-graded vectorspace L = $yET LY together with a 

graded bilinear mapping (, ) satisfying the following identities: 

(4 b) = -a(& P)(k4 

&(y,a)(a,(b,c))+&(a,B)(b,(c,a))+s(P,Y)(c,(a,b)) =O 

for all a E La, b E Lp, c E Ly, c(, /3, y E r. The next properties of E follow immediately 

from its definition and will be needed in the sequel: 

E(O,CL) = &(N,O) = 1, s(a,a)=fl forallcrgr. 

Define 

Then rs = r or r, is a subgroup of index 2 in r. If T(L) denotes the tensoralgebra 

on L and J(L) is the ideal of T(L) generated by all a @ b - ~(a, P)b @ a - (a, b) (a E 
La, b E Lp) then U(L) = T(L)/J(L) is the universal enveloping algebra of L. U(L) is 

r-graded and has a positive filtration by putting FnU(L) equal to the canonical image 

of T”U(L). The generalized Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem states that the associated 

graded algebra G(L) is isomorphic as a Z x r-algebra to the quotient of T(L) by the 

ideal generated by all u@b-&(a, p)b@u with a E La, b E LB. Consequently, if {ei}i=i,,,n 

is a homogeneous basis for L, say deg(ei) = 6(i) E r, then all elements e: . . . ei with 

0 5 ij 5 1 if S(j) $! rs form a basis for the vectorspace U(L). As usual, we denote 

the principal map from U(L) to G(L) by 0, thus ‘v’u E F,U(L) \ Fn-l U(L), o(u) = 

a mod F,_I U(L). Write (ei, ej) = C,“=, Pij,kek. The algebra R generated over C by 

El,..., E,,,& with relations 

E& = XoEi, EiEj - E(&i), &j))EjEi = 5 fiij,kEkXo, 
k=l 

may be viewed as the Rees-ring of U(L), so R/&R 2 G(L). 

Theorem 5. G(L) is schematic and consequently R is schematic. 

Proof. Say E(b(i),d(i)) = 1 for 1 I: i < Y and -1 for Y < i 5 n. We claim that for all 

i 5 r the set Si = {1,0(ei),o(ei)2 , . . .} is an Ore-set in G(L). We first prove that o(ei) is 

a regular element of G(L). If L = Lo then G(L) is a domain and we are done. So assume 

that r’, is a subgroup of index 2 in r. Let A be the algebra with generators ei, _ . . , e, and 

relations eiej = E(B(i), G(j))ejei and let B be the algebra with generators e,+i,. . . ,e, 

and relations eiej = E(b(i),G(j))ejei. Then one knows that G(L) g A @& B where 

A @I& B is the usual vector space tensor product but the multiplication is determined 
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by (ei 6~ e,)(ek @ er) = 4W),W)) e,ek @ ejel. Now o(ei) corresponds under this 

isomorphism to the homogeneous element ei 8 1 which is regular in A 8~ B. 

The second Ore-condition is easy to verify since Si is a commuting set and yj = 

1, . . ..n : o(e,)a(ei) = .2(ij(j),d(i))5(ei)5(ei). 

If .Y(K~) is the filter corresponding to the Ore-set Sj (6(i) E fo) and a left ideal 1 is in 

the intersection of these filters, then we know that for all i there exists an integer ni such 

that 5(ei)nf E I. Put m = r~-r+~~‘=, ni, then it follows from the generalized Poincarb 

Birkhoff-Witt theorem that (G(L)+)m C I. Consequently, _Y(K+) kf {I ai G(L) 13 n E 

W : (G(L)+)” C I} = fJ.Y(Ki). 0 

It is an interesting question whether there are algebras (besides the free algebras) 

which do not have enough Ore-sets in the sense of the definition of schematic algebras. 

It is hard to prove this directly, therefore we first make the following observation: 

Proposition 3. If R is (left) schematic, then Exti(kR,R) is torsion for all n E N. 

Proof. It is well-known that for a finitely generated right R-module M and a two-sided 

Ore-set S, we have 

Qs(ExtXMR)) s E~t&,~(Qs(W Qs(R)). 

It follows that if R is schematic by means of the two-sided Ore-sets Si, then the 

localisation of Exti(kR,R) at each S, is zero, hence it is torsion. 0 

Example of a non-schematic algebra. The next algebra is taken from [16] where it is 

used to show that not all Noetherian connected algebras satisfy the condition x defined 

in [3]. 

Let U be the graded algebra k(x, y)/(yx - xy - .x2) and suppose char(k) = 0. If 

R denotes the subalgebra of U, generated by y and xy, then Extk(kR,R)) s U/R 

as graded left R-modules (see [16]). An easy induction shows that for all n E FV : 
y”x E n!x”f’ modR, hence U/R is not torsion as a left R-module. Using the previous 

proposition, we conclude that R is not left schematic. 

This counterexample is in a sense unsatisfactory since R is not generated in degree 1. 

As in the commutative theory, we should define a weighted Proj for algebras not gen- 

erated in degree 1. 

3. Quantum sections of enveloping algebras 

3.1. Introduction 

Start with a finite dimensional Lie algebra g = @xl $ . . . $ Cx, and denote the 

ShllCtl.lre COllStants by @.ij,k, i.e. 

n 

[xi,xjl = c @ij,kxk. 
k=l 
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The enveloping algebra U(g) is equipped with a natural filtration such that its associated 

graded ring is the polynomial algebra in n variables. The corresponding Rees-ring H(g) 

is then generated by n+ 1 degree 1 elements Xt , . . . ,X,, Z and the defining relations are: 

n 
XiXj - XjXi = C aij,k&z, V'i,j E { 1,. . .) ?Z}, 

k=l 

XiZ-ZXi=O, ViE {l,..., ?Z}. 

Therefore it is sometimes called the homogenised enveloping algebra. There are cano- 

nical isomorphisms 

H(g)l(Z - 1) y u(g) and H(g)/(Z) = @[xi,. . . ~~1. 

They imply that H(g) has excellent homological properties: it is Auslander-regular of 

Gelfand-Kirillov dimension n+ 1 and it satisfies the Cohen-Macaulay property, cf. [ 121. 

As in [8, 91, we define the quantum space Pq(g) of g to be Proj(H(g)). (We explain 

in [ 181 the way we look at this quotient category.) We conclude that H(g) is schematic 

using Theorem 1 and the second isomorphism mentioned above. Thus according to [ 181, 

we can associate a geometric picture to P,(g). As this picture heavily uses localisations 

and the Ore-sets furnished by Theorem 1 are rather big, looking for smaller ones pays 

off. In [6], the authors have determined the smallest Ore-set of U(g) containing a 

given element x of g: it is generated by the set {x - e 1 e E ZE} where E is the 

set of all eigenvalues of the adjoint representation of x. If we make the convention 

that corresponding upper- and lower-case letters will denote corresponding elements of 

H(g), and g, then it is trivial that the smallest Ore-set S(X) of H(g) we are looking 

for is generated by the set {X - eZ : e E ZE}. This Ore-set consists of homogeneous 

elements, thus H(g)scx) is a graded algebra and we may define: 

Definition 1. The quantum sections T(X) of the quantum space Pq(g) on “the open 

set corresponding to x7’ is the degree zero part of the graded algebra H(g)s(x). 

For example, from the general theory of filtered rings, it follows that T(Z) = 

(H(q){ ,J,P,...} )o ” U(g). The quantum sections are again Auslander-regular, because 

H(g)s(x) is stmgly graded, meaning that (H(g)s(x)>i(H(S)s(x))i = (H(ghcx)h+j and 
in particular that the category of graded H(g)s(x) -modules is equivalent with the cat- 

egory of r(X)-modules (cf. [14]). However, there are also noticeable differences be- 

tween the quantum sections l?(X) and U(g). For instance, they do not have to be 

finitely generated and with the filtration induced by the canonical generators (as in 

the next subsection) they are virtually never almost commutative. Further, they usually 

have larger Gelfand-Kirillov dimension by [ 11, Theorem 81. 

Choose a basis (yi)i=i,,,.,, of g, then it is easily seen that H(g) is schematic by 

means of the Ore-sets S(Yi) together with {Z” (n E N}. It follows from Theorem 2 

that U(g) can be written as an intersection of certain localisations at Ore-sets generated 

by degree one elements. We now prove a stronger version of this theorem, namely that 

U(g) can be written as an intersection of two localisations. 
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Proposition 4. If i # j then U(g) = S,T’ U(g) n Sx;’ U(g) where S,, is the multiplica- 

tive/y closed set generated by all xk - CI with c( in the abelian group generated by all 

eigenvalues of adxk (k = i, j). 

Proof. Suppose z E T def &U(g) n SX, U(g). Then z = s-la = t-lb for some a, b E 

U(g) and s E S,,, t E S,,, hence a(s) = xr, o(t) = x,? by definition of S,, and &, 

G(U(g)) is a domain, so (T is multiplicative and a(z) = xi”o(a) = xj”a(b), or 

xJmo(a) = xro(b) E (xl!). Since j # i, we must have that o(a) E (xl!) and thus 

deg a(a) > n. Therefore deg U(Z) > 0 holds for all z in T. Suppose now that z is in T 

but not in U(g). We can write o(a) = xla(c,) for some ct in U(g). Then o(z) = @cl), 

0 # z - ci E T and deg (T(Z - ci ) < deg a(z). After applying this argument a finite 

number oftimes, we findz-ci -..‘--c, E T but degcr(z-ci -...-c,) < 0, a 

contradiction. Cl 

3.2. Dejining equations of quantum sections 

The purpose of the theory in [ 181 is to reduce questions about the graded algebra R 

to questions about the ungraded algebras (Qs(R)) 0, making a projective theory locally 

affine as desired. It is therefore important to know these section-algebras very well. 

In this subsection, we describe the section-algebra T(X) of an enveloping algebra 

explicitly by generators and relations. It is clear that its relations are simplified by 

starting with an appropriate basis for g, for instance one could choose a basis containing 

x such that the matrix of adx is in Jordan-normal form. However, we do not want a 

basis depending on x since we will compare different section-algebras. Thus fix a basis 

xi,...,x, of g and say that 

n 
[xi,xjl = c &j,kxk, Qi,j E {l,..., n}. 

k=l 

Fix x E g, say x = CL:, yix2. We obtain the relations for T(X) as follows: suppose 

that 

adx(xi) = 5 bikxk, Vi = l,...,n 
k=l 

then we know how X commutes with the Xi in H(g): 

If we multiply these equations on both sides by X-’ and substitute the resulting equa- 

tions in (X-‘~)(X-lX~)-(X-lX~)(X-‘Xi) and in (X-‘X;)(X-‘Z) - (X-‘2)(X-‘Xi) 

then we obtain a subset of the relations of T(X). 

The only problem is to show that one gets all relations of T(X) in this way. We 

proceed as follows: if B is the @-algebra generated by Xi,. . . ,X,,,Z and T, (one for 
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each e E ZE) with relations: 

xjz - w; (i = l,...,n), 

(X - e.Z)T, - 1 (e E ZE), T,(X - eZ) - 1 (e E ZE) 

(where X = Cc:, YJi), then it is clear that B 2 H(g),. Because the degree l-element 

X is invertible in B, this algebra is of the form Bo[X, To,cp] where cp is the inner 

automorphism of Bo induced by X. We want to rewrite the relations above as much as 

possible in terms of degree zero elements of B. Define 6 = T&i (i = 1,. . . , n), Zc = 

ToZ and X, = T,X (e E ZE \ { 0) ). D e ne fi V as the C-vectorspace generated by 

Yi,X,,Zo,X and TO and let TV denote the tensoralgebra on V where all generators 

have degree 0, except X and TO which have degree 1 and - 1, respectively. Let J be 

the two-sided graded ideal of TV generated by 

YiZo-ZoYi- ~PikzoYk& (i= l,...,n) 
k=l 

&XvXr, + ~pi$&Yk (i = l,...,~) 
k=l 

xz, - zf)x 

XTo-landT&-1 

X,(1 -eZa)- 1 and (1 -eZc)X,- 1 (eEZE\{O}). 

Then B S TV/J. If W denotes the subspace of V generated by the K,X, and by ZO, 

then there is a canonical map TW/(TW fl JO) -+ (TV/J)0 which is easily seen to be 

injective. It is surjective because X and TO are normalizing and the subalgebra of BO 

generated by the elements of W is invariant under cp. Thus 

T(X) = B. % TW/(TW n Jo). 

We conclude: 

Theorem 6. The section-algebra T(X) is the algebra generated by X,, (one for each 

e E ZE), Yi(i = l,..., n) and ZO with relations: 

yiyj - YjK = 2 @ij,kZOYk + 5 PikzOYkYj - k fljk&bYkYi, 

k=l k=l k=l 

K& - &,r, = 5 &k.&,Yk&, X,(1 - eZ0) = 1, (1 - eZo)& = 1. 
k=l 

Consequently, T(X) is affine if and only if x is nilpotent. 
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Example 6. We calculate the quantum sections of sZ2. Fix the usual basis {e,f,h} 

with 

[e, f‘l = k [h,e] = 2e, [h, ./“I = -2s. 

The sections T(E) are generated by Yz, Ys and Za which satisfy the relations: 

Y2Y3 - Y3k’z = J&Y2 + ZoY:, Y,Z, - Z,Y, = Z,Y,Z,, 

Y,Z, - Z,Y, = -22;. 

The sections T(F) are obtained by means of an isomorphism from T(E) which maps 

Zo = E-‘Z to -F-‘Z, Yz = E-‘F to F-‘E and Y3 = E-‘H to F-‘H. 

The sections T(H) are generated by Y1 and Y, over the localisation of C[Zs] at the 

multiplicatively closed set generated by { 1 + 2nZs 1 n E Z}. The ideal of relations has 

the following generators: 

(1 -2Zo)YlY2=ZO+(1+2z0)Y2Y,, 

Y,Z, - Z,Y, = 2ZoY,Z,, Y,Z, - Z,Y2 = -2ZoY2Z(). 

3.3. Point modules 

Let R be a positively graded k-algebra R = k@Rl@. . ., generated by a finite number 

of degree 1 elements. Recall from [4] that a point module of R is a cyclic graded R- 

module M with Hilbert series (1 - t)-‘, i.e. dirnkA4i = 1 (i 2 0) and dimkA4; = 0 

(i < 0). Suppose that S is a homogeneous Ore-set in R such that S n R, # 0. Then 

it is easy to prove that each point module A4 is either S-torsion or S-torsionfree. In 

the latter case, we have that dimk(Q?(iCI))O = 1, i.e. M induces a one-dimensional 

representation of (Qs(M))o. Moreover, this correspondence is one-one, because if k is 

a (Qs(R))o-module, then (es(R) 6~ (Q~~(RJ),~ k)ko is an S-torsionfree point module. 

Suppose now that R is schematic by means of Ore-sets 5’i such that Si n RI # 0 

for each i. Then we get all point modules of R in this way, but point modules which 

are S,-torsionfree for m indices i will appear m times. The solution to get a one-one 

. correspondence is the introduction of sheaves, as in [18]. In the terminology introduced 

there, we have: there is a one-one correspondence between point modules and coherent 

sheaves F whose sections satisfy: dimk(8(Si))o 5 1 (equality for at least one i). Note 

that the degree zero part of the coherent sheaf associated to a point module M is a sheaf 

in the classical sense because one can easily check that (Qs(Qr(M)))o E’ (Qsv~(M))o 

for all homogeneous Ore-sets S and T of R. (Recall from [ 181 that in general a module 

M is determined by its loclisations only if the “mixed” localisations like Qs(Qr(M)) 

are included. ) 

We may apply the foregoing to the homogenised enveloping algebra R = H(g) of 

a Lie algebra q because it is schematic by means of Ore-sets generated in degree 1. 

In particular, we may easily determine the point variety of H(g) thereby recovering 

the result of [9]. Recall from [8, 91 that the point variety V is the variety in LFD(RT) 
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determining the point modules of R in the following way: let o#f E RF belong to V, 

choose n linearly independant elements ai of RI such that f (ai) = 0 then R/xi Rai 

is a point module of R. We retain the notation of section 1 and let Si be the smallest 

Ore-set of R = H(g) containing 4. The one-dimensional representations f of T(Xl) 

(I = 1,. . , n) are determined by IZ + 1 scalars f(Yr ), . . , f(Yn), f(Zs) satisfying the 

rules: 

f(Yl) = 1, 

f(zO) 
( 

2 Eij,kf(Yk) + k Pik,f(yk)fCYj> - i: bjkf(rk)f(Yi) = O2 
k=l k=l k=l > 

f(zO)2(~~ikf(fi))=o~ ve~ZE\{o) f(ZO)#$, 

where i, j run through the set { 1,. . . ,n}. The corresponding point module (which is 

Sl-torisonfree) is R/I where I is the graded left ideal 

CR(Xi - 
i#l 

f (YiPG) + R(Z - f (Zoyr,). 

The corresponding element of the point variety is 

(f(Y,): . . . : 1 : . . . : f (Y,) : f (Zo)> E WC) = P(R;) 

(the 1 is on the I-th place). 

The one-dimensional representations of T(Z) = U(g) satisfy the rule xi=, Clij,k f 

(Xk) = 0. Such a representation f belongs to the point module R/ CL:, R(Xi - f (X;)Z) 

and is represented by 

(f(q): . . . : f(x,,) : 1) E P”(C) = P(R;). 

We are now able to describe the point variety V locally: the intersection of Y with 

n eEm D(Xl - eZ) is given by those s+ f E RT such that 

f ([X,xjlKl+ Vl,XKj - [&,qK)f (z) = 02 

f ([&,xil)f (z)2 = O3 f (XI - eZ> # 0. 

The intersection of Y with D(Z) is 

1 I 
O#f E RT 2 ‘%j,kf (-%k) = 0 

k=l > 
. 

It follows that v = Y((&[&xj] +xj[s&,xi] +Xi[Xj,&])Z, [&Xj]Z’) and we regain 

a result contained in [9]. 

Example 7. We calculate the point variety V of g = sZ2(@). 
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The points of V corresponding to a one-dimensional representation of T(E) have 

the form: (1 : f(Yz) : f(Ys) : f(&)) where 

f(ZO)(4f(YZ) + f(Y,)*) = 0, 

f(Y3 v(Zo)2 = 0, -2f(Z& = 0. 

The S(F)-torsionfree point modules are given by those points (f( Yi ) : 1 : f( Ys ) : 

f(Zo)) of P3(C) which satisfy 

f(zo)(4f(Y,)+f(Y3)*)=0, f(y3)f(zo)2 = 0, 2f(Z($ = 0. 

As adh possesses non-zero eigenvalues, the one-dimensional representations of T(H) 

correspond with (f(Yi) : f(Yl) : 1 : f(Z0)) where 

.f(Zo)(l + 4f(Yl)f(Y2)) = 09 

v(wf(Zo)2 = 0, -wY2)f‘(Zo)2 = 0, 

f(Zo) # & (n E 27 - (0)). 

As [g, g] = g, the only one-dimensional representation of U(g) is the trivial one. It 

corresponds to the origin (0 : 0 : 0 : 1) in P3(C) 

The point variety 9’” is thus the plane at infinity together with the origin, in agreement 

with the result of [8]. The extra inequalities in the equations for T(H) turn out to be 

superfhtous, but they are important for a Lie algebra g with [g, g] # g. 

The results of this section can immediately be generalised to colour Lie super alge- 

bras. We do not give the result explicitly but we point the way by solving the main 

obstacle: given some element x of a colour Lie super algebra L, find the minimal 

Ore-set of the Rees-ring R of L containing X. This is an easy generalisation of the 

argument of [6]: fix c( E I-0 and an element x E Lu. Suppose the order of cy in r is t 

and let {Pi,...rj3m} b e a complete set of coset representatives of the subgroup of r 

generated by IX. Let U(,C)pr = @iri U(L)P,+~~. Define an endomorphism d, of U(L) 

by declaring its image for each basis element: 

d,(e’,’ . e:; ) = xe:’ . . . e) - E( cc, y )e’,’ . . . e$x, 

where y = Cy=, i/S(j). N ow it is easy to verify that d,(F,U(L)) 2 F,,,U(L) for all 

m E N. Thus, given r E U(L), there exists a finite dimensional d,-stable vectorspace 

V containing r such that the restriction of d, to V is triagonalizable. Let E be the set 

of all eigenvalues of d, : U(L) -+ U(L) and F the additive subgroup of @ generated 

by U;&- E(E> y)E. 

Theorem 7. The multiplicatively closed set S generated by {x - e 1 e E F} is a left 

Ore-set in U(L). 
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Proof. Given Y in U(L), there exist d&able spaces 0 = VO c VI C. . . c Vl such that 

Y E VI and Vi = l,..., 1, 3ai E E such that d,(n + 6-i) = ~lia + Vi-l, QV E 6. If 

v E Vi and d,(v) - ~liu = w E Vi-l, then 

Thus (X - al ). . (x - cq)r E U(L)x with (x - ~1). . . (x - C(I) E S. If e E F then also 

(X - e - cl ). . . (x - e - CI)T E U(L)(x - e) but here the ci are eigenvalues of d,_,. 

Now if c is an eigenvalue of d,_,, then since d,_,( U(L)Bg ) C U(L)Bj there exists 

i E { 1,. . . , m} and a non-zero v E U(L)~J such that d,-,(v) = cu. But then 

d,(v) = d,_,(v) + ev - E(c(, Pi)ev 

= (c + e - &(a, pi)e)u. 

Consequently, c + e - E(CI, Pi)e E E, thus c E F and (x - e - ci ). . (x - e - cj) E S. 

S satisfies the second Ore-condition because a(x - e) = g(x) is regular in G(L) as 

we have already proved in the previous theorem. 0 

Consequently, the set ?? = {ox,““” (i(S) 1 s E S} is right Ore in R. Choose a homoge- 

neous basis {ei}i,i...n of L such that ei =x. Let 

n 
(ei,4 = C Milel for all i = l,...,n, 

I=1 

for all i,j= l,..., n. 

In R, these relations become 

n 
EiX - &(6(i), ~)xEi = C MilElXo. 

I=1 

Multiplying on both sides with X-’ yields 

X-‘Ei - &(6(i), C()EiXpl = 5 CtilX-‘E~Xfi-‘. 
I=1 

Put Zi = X-‘Ei, T = X-‘X0, thus Zi = 1. Then 

E(&i), a>ZiZj - 4&j), @M&i), S(j)JzjZ 

zz &b(i), a)x-‘(EiX-‘)Ej - &(8(j), x)&(&i), S(j))27’(EjX-’ )Ei 
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--~(fi(i), S(j))A-’ - 2 Xj~Xp'E,X&-' 
i=I 

and &(6(i),a)ZiT = TZj - En_ /_, Xi/TElT are the relations of Q.(R) up to the T-adic 

completion 
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